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It was not just a tent meeting.
It was God publicly displaying
His power to do the impossible.
From the jump, we were handed
a long list of impossibilities. It
was impossible to get the site
we needed—impossible to go 6
straight nights and hope for any
kind of a crowd—impossible to
get churches to work with each
other in a city notoriously called a
graveyard for preachers.
Moreover, I was given a direct
order from the Holy Spirit that
also seemed impossible: do 6
straight nights of miracles. Even
as a young man, a single night of
miracles could drain me for days.
At most, I remember doing 3 in a
row. How can I do 6?!
I cannot describe what happened
in those 6 nights. God destroyed
every impossibility. It would take
me months to do it justice. In fact,
many are saying this tent meeting
is a turning point for this area. I
wish I could go into detail about
every testimony of healing—there
were scores and scores who were
touched by Jesus. I wish I could

portray the moments when souls
met Jesus in dramatic ways, many
who simply walked in off the street
and were overcome by conviction
and the power of God.
Friday, September 28th was one
of the greatest manifestations
of the Holy Spirit I have seen in
50 years of ministry. There is no
doubt we could have continued
these meetings and they would
likely have grown in attendance
and intensity. But there are 3 big
reasons we cannot stay in Reno:

1. Every tent meeting
produces urgent lessons and
momentum—something Satan
hates. They educate us. They
confirm the mission. They are
the seed for the next victory. The
upcoming crusades in Houston
and San Antonio will be the most
strategic. Texas will prove we are a
nationwide movement.
2. These crusades are for
such a time as this—there’s
no “perhaps.” How can it be a
coincidence that we are rising
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even as the tide of leftist hatred is cresting?
Mordecai said to Esther, “Perhaps you have
come to the kingdom for such a time as
this.” I am removing the “perhaps.” There’s no
perhaps or doubt about God’s timing.
How can we look at our legacy of Berkeley—
the matrix of the leftist ideology that is
poisoning America, and the birthplace
of Mario Murillo Ministries—and call it a
coincidence? We know these devils. We have
defeated them before. And we will again!
3. We must complete 2 more crusades. We
are still scrambling to catch up from the 4
months that I was flat on my back. We talked
about cancelling the invasions in Houston
and San Antonio.
I thought these cities were closed doors.
I flipped open one of my favorite books
Born for Battle by Arthur Matthews. My
eyes fell on a highlighted portion which
read “It is time we sought God’s definition
of a closed door and forget some of our
own.” That did it!! Instantly the Holy Spirit
said to go in faith and believe for an epic
breakthrough.
Instantly the Holy Spirit said to go in faith
and believe for an epic breakthrough.
Think about it. How can we cancel while the
nation writhes in the agonies of addiction,
political hatred and division? How can we
cancel when cities are ravaged by violence?
How can we be silent when God-hating
mobs are filling our youth with lies? How
can we hold back when a great youth revival
is at the door?
That is why, no matter what the cost—no
matter how draining—no matter what the
danger, we will bring to Houston and San
Antonio the kind of meetings America saw in
the 1950s when miracle evangelists turned
cities upside down!
If there are degrees of impossibility, Houston
and San Antonio are even more impossible
Continued 
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all the media voices of the left
would churn out unchallenged
propaganda.
How can we sit back and do
nothing? Of course, we need
something greater than a tent
crusade. That something greater
is happening at Mario Murillo
Ministries.
Our impact and our technology
are expanding. The miracles
are intensifying. Our voice to
the nation is enlarging and our
audience is getting younger.

than Reno. We are like an army
fresh out of one fierce battle
turning, without rest, marching
to an even greater battle. Our
biggest challenge? Time.
We are racing against the clock.
Gathering leaders, securing
sites, renting an endless list of
equipment and nailing down
logistics. Why the rush? The
midterm elections!
The stakes for November are
beyond calculation. I have
never seen, nor will I ever see,
a closer tie between my faith
and my vote. They have become
virtually inseparable. One is now
an extension of the other. Every
believer must storm heaven in
prayer! Every believer must go
and vote.

like if they get the power?” If the
left gains control, we must brace
ourselves for America’s demise.
Taxes will soar, and the economy
will collapse. Not just slowly…
almost instantly. What about
the street thugs of the left? With
a Democratic majority they will
be emboldened to expand and
deepen their disruption and
violence.
Whatever restraint Facebook,
YouTube, Twitter, and all the social
media platforms are showing
now will go away. Hollywood and

I need your help. I am praying
as I have never prayed before for
God to send us workers. Would
you like to see addicts delivered?
Prostitutes transformed?
Gangsters made into new
creations? Then join our army!
For all the reasons I have shown
you and many more, the enemy is
fighting us with everything he has.
If some do not believe we have
the potential to bring revival—
the devil most certainly does. If
only the church recognized our
potential as much
as the devil does!

The victory of Brett Kavanaugh
faded quickly in my spirit. It was
something President Trump asked
the crowd in Kansas. “If they
act this way trying to get power
what do you think they will be
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